FURNITURE MEASURING GUIDE
1. CHECK PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

2. MEASURE YOUR SPACE

- Our website provides width, depth and height for every piece

- Identify where you intend to place your furniture and make sure

of furniture.

it will fit in the space that you have chosen. Consider marking out

- Furniture width must be less than the height of any doorway,

the width and depth of your furniture on the floor with painters

stairway or hallway that the item will need to pass through.

tape, books, or anything else that will give you an idea of scale.

- Furniture is measured at the tallest, deepest and widest points of
the product. This includes arms, overhangs, and feet!
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3. MEASURE THE PATH FOR DELIVERY
- Measure the heights and widths of entryways and hallways both inside and outside your home.
- Measure your entry clearance - the distance from the wall, through to the doorway to the opposite wall.
- Factor in ceiling height, stairways, banisters, corners, and low hanging lights.
- Determine the best pathway from outside your home to the room where your new piece will be placed. Please be sure to account for
any achitectural details when taking measurements.
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- Measure the width and height of all

- Measure the width of stairway

- Measure the width of hallways

doorways

including handrails or posts

- Look for any low hanging lights or

- How wide can your door open?

- Measure the height from top and

architectural details

- Check for architectural details that

bottom stairs to ceiling

may affect access

4. PLEASE NOTE!
- It is your responsibilty to ensure that all furniture items will fit through any access points. You will be charged the full delivery fee if your
furniture can not be delivered due to poor access.
- MCM House also offer a professional site inspection (Sydney Metro only) where our team will come out to inspect and measure your
site access. The cost for this service is $60 and is redeemable if you move ahead with your order. To book an inspection, please contact
the MCM Service team via service@mcmhouse.com

